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SCN is proud to announce its thirteenth
annual lifewriting competition named in
honor of our founder, Susan Wittig Albert.
This year’s focus is on “Solitude”.

Greta Garbo’s trademark statement was
“ I want to be alone”. Some years after she
made this statement, she offered this
clarification: “I never said I want to be alone.”
I only said “I want to be left alone. There is
all the difference.”

Greta was comparing two different
approaches to solitude. This year let’s
consider  the place that solitude has in our
lives. Here are some words to get you
thinking and, of course, writing:

Solitude is the salt of personhood. It brings
out the authentic flavor of every experience.

May Sarton

Being solitary is being alone
well…Luxuriously immersed in doing of
your own choice, aware of the fullness of
your own presence rather than the absence
of others.                                     Alice Koller

I’m the kind of woman that likes to enjoy
herself in peace.                        Alice Walker

Fond as we are of our loved ones, there
comes at times during their absence an
unexplained peace.                           Anne Shaw

What a lovely surprise to discover how un-
lonely being alone can be.     Ellen Burstyn

The contest is open to dues paying
members of SCN and will be coordinated by
SCN President, Pat LaPointe and Executive
Director Peggy Moody.

For entry fee, entry form and further
information visit: www.storycircle.org/
Contests. Look for more details in the June
SCJ and in our upcoming monthly e-letters.

Susan Wittig Albert
Annual Lifewriting

Contest

www.storycircle.org/Conference

Stories from the Heart VI
April 13-15, 2012

SuperStar Bloggers
Announced

We’re proud to announce that SCN members have
chosen Khadijah Lacina and Judy Whelley as SCN’s
Super-Star Bloggers of 2011. They were chosen through two
rounds of balloting from the full list of twelve bloggers designated
“Star Bloggers” for each month of the year. Both are new to blogging, but they taken to
it naturally and enthusiastically, which makes their blogs a pleasure to read.

Khadijah Lacina has a unique story to tell, and she’s chosen to share it through
her lifestory blog, “Yemeni Journey,” http://yemenijourney.com/, which is also a draft of
the book she is writing. An American and a Muslim, Khadijah has lived with her husband
and children in Yemen for more than eight years. She began blogging by sending posts
to SCN’s One Woman’s Day blog, then quickly realized that she needed a blog of her
own. She has been a passionate witness at this crucial time in Yemen’s political and social
history, using her blog to tell her own personal story and the story of her adopted country and
her faith. Khadijah is an SCN board member, active participant in SCN’s LifeWriters
online list and the poetry e-circle, and winner of SCN’s 2010 LifeWriting competition.

Judy Whelley blogs at “SensuouslySixty,” http://www.sensuouslysixty.blogspot.com.
About  her blog, she writes: “At sixty, I find my life unlike anything I expected or
dreamed. I learned many lessons on the way to this place. One of the most significant
discoveries was that while I was deeply connected to my mind and spirit, I was sadly
disconnected from my body. I have chosen to spend this year of being sixty reconnecting
sensuously and I invite you to make the journey with me. We’ll learn from one another.”

Judy uses the photos on her beautiful blog to illustrate the ways she is widening the
world of her artistic, spiritual, and lifestyle interests. She is an active member of our
LifeWriters online list, the chair of the 2012 conference Silent Auction and Door Prize
Committee, an SCN board member, and a reviewer for SCBR.

These two bloggers demonstrate the best of what lifestory blogging is all about,
and we’re proud to honor them. Congratulations, Judy and Khadijah! Your blogs are an
inspiration to the rest of us.
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Letter From SCN’s President— Connections Story Circle Journal
STORY CIRCLE JOURNAL is a
quarterly newsletter, published in
March, June, September, and
December. It is written by and for
women who want to share their
experiences. Its purpose is to encourage
readers to become writers, guide
women to set down their true stories,
and encourage the sharing of women’s
lives. This newsletter is provided for
information and is not intended to
replace qualified therapeutic assistance.
If you have special mental-health
needs, please see a healthcare
professional.

Editor: Robin Wittig
journaleditor@storycircle.org

Contributing Editors:
Mary Jo Doig

Lisa Shirah-Hiers
Susan Albert
Robin Edgar

Barbara Miller

We welcome your letters,
queries, and suggestions.

Editorial Address:
PO Box 500127,

Austin TX 78750-0127
ISSN: 1093-7528

 © 2012 Story Circle Network
Copyrights to all contributed works

remain with the authors.

Membership Rates
One Year $45 US

$55 Canada and Mexico
$60 elsewhere

Foreign Memberships: International
Postal Money Order only, please

Back Issues: Back issues are available
either as first-run or photocopies. 1–9
issues: $5 each; 10 or more, $3 each. Add
postage as follows: $1.25 for 1 issue, $5
for 2–5 issues, $7.50 for 6+ issues.

Missed Issues: We try to ensure that
Story Circle Journal arrives in your
mailbox four times a year. If you miss
an issue, send us a note and we’ll mail
you a replacement.

Change of address: If you move, please
tell us.

Turn on your TV or radio and you will soon
hear someone telling you to “get connected” and
“stay connected,” or offering you the “fastest”
connection. These advertisers are smart. They are
tapping into a basic human need, one that is
particularly vital to a woman’s wellbeing. We all
need to feel connected.

We often connect with others through the
roles we play in our lives: spouse, mother,
daughter, sister, partner, or friend. These roles
create our deepest and most gratifying
connections.

As life writers or memoirists we connect to
events, experiences and attitudes from our past.
The novelist knows how important it is to be

connected to her characters, place and plot. Essayists relate to social, global, moral or
ethical issues in history or current life. The poet connects to the emotions with which she
paints her words.

In all these types of writing, the writers connect to something intangible. This serves
us well and creates success for us in our roles as writers. However, the time we spend
writing, we spend alone.

It is true that writing can be a very isolating experience. But the basic need for
connection remains. And this is where SCN comes in. There are so many ways in which
SCN counters the feelings of isolation.

The operative word in SCN is “circle,” and, as we know, no one can be a circle by
herself. Have you explored the many ways SCN connects you with other women writers?
There are internet writing and reading e-circles. Sharing our writing or our impressions
of a particular book with other women soon feels like we are sitting around a table with
our writing “sisters,” enjoying a cup of coffee or tea.

There are the “free range” circles that meet in a designated bricks and mortar location.
These circles allow us to create wider circles in which to connect with other writers.  If
there isn’t one in your area, you might want to think about starting one yourself. SCN has
all the tools and one-on-one help you need to get your circle started. I can attest to the fact
that organizing a circle is truly a rewarding experience.

Creating and facilitating an Older Women’s Legacy Circle (OWL) has an extra benefit.
Not only do you have an opportunity to connect with other women, but you are also
treated to a personal perspective on historical events not often found in textbooks.

There are the online classes offered by SCN. Here you might connect with other
women who are not SCN members as you polish your writing skills.

SCN also offers “in person” connecting through its one-day workshops, weekend
writing intensives, and our Stories from the Heart conference, held in the even numbered
years. There, we meet and become acquainted, share stories, trade writing tips, and make
the all-important connections that sustain us.

If you haven’t yet connected with your writing sisters through any of these possibilities,
I encourage you to check them out. They are just what the isolated writer needs.

As for me, I have a new connection. As President for the next two years I will have
the opportunity to connect not only with the talented, hard working, SCN Board, but also
with many of our members.  And what a great connection that will be!

~Pat LaPointe
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Stories from the Heart VI

Conference News

Conference Hotel
Wyndham Hotel

3401 South IH-35,
Austin TX 78741

512-448-244
 fax: 512-443-4208

www.wyndham.com/hotels/
AUSWC

To get the conference rate ($107/
night plus tax, double occupancy),
call the hotel directly (512-448-
2444); please be sure to say that you
are with Story Circle Network, and
make your reservations no later than
March 22, 2012. Room rate includes
complimentary airport shuttle ser-
vice, parking, and high speed wire-
less internet.

Would you like to advertise for a
roommate? See our Roommates
Wanted! web page:

www.storycircle.org/Con-
ference/roommates.shtml

Stories from the Heart VI is the sixth National Women's Memoir Conference, held in Austin
TX April 13-15, 2012, sponsored by the Story Circle Network. The conference will bring
women from around the country to celebrate the stories of our lives and learn valuable
lifewriting skills. Join us as we welcome readers, writers, storytellers, and any woman with
a past, present, and future.

The conference program offers a wide selection of workshops, panel discussions, and
presentations, all focussed on women's memoir. Participants will learn how to use personal
narrative as a healing art, how to gather and use their memories, and how to tell their
lifestories. Check out our newly-posted conference program and read about our presenters.

We also offer two great pre-conference workshops, where you can discover the stories in
your life and learn how to structure them. Matilda Butler and Kendra Bonnet will take you
through Seven Steps to Successful Story Structure and Jeanne Guy will help you Re-think,
Re-frame, Re-Story Your Life. Two exciting approaches to lifestory, three inspiring teachers.
Enrollment in both workshops is limited, so sign up early.

Ready to register? That's easy—just go to our online registration form at:
http://www.storycircle.org/Conference/frmregister.php

Have a Heart, Lend a Hand:
Become a Conference Volunteer
Want to take on a responsibility that will be fun? One that directly affects SCN's ability to
put on this phenomenal conference? Volunteers are being accepted now for our April, 2012
Stories from the Heart VI, SCN's sixth national memoir conference. Contact Pat LaPointe
the  this year's volunteer coordinator by visiting the URL below, to get your name on the
roster of volunteers. Assignments range from: working the vendor room, registration, open
mike, the story wall, scrapbook, evaluations, heart-to-heart coaching sessions, and that all
encompassing duty known as floater. You'll be assigned a wonderful job and should be
prepared to serve a mere two hour shift. Assignments, times and contacts will be given to
you in March.

http://www.storycircle.org/Conference/volunteers.shtml

Gail Straub is the author of four books, including her award-
winning memoir, Returning to My Mother's House and
Empowerment: The Art of Creating Your Life As You Want It
(with David Gershon); The Rhythm of Compassion: Caring for
Self, Connection With Society; and Circle of Compassion:
Meditations for Caring for the Self and the World. She is the
co-founder with her husband, David Gershon, of Empowerment
Training Programs and co-director of the Empowerment Institute
Certification Program, a school for transformative leadership.
She is also the founder of Grace: A Spiritual Growth Training
Program.

Our Sunday luncheon speaker, Susan Tweit, is the award-winning
author of twelve books (including her memoir, Walking Nature
Home: A Life's Journey, and Colorado Scenic Byways, winner
of the Colorado Book Award), numerous magazine articles, and
newspaper columns.

Gain Inspiration From Our Talented Speakers
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Stories from the Heart VI

Conference News

Friday, April 13
9:00: Registration Opens

9:30 AM–Noon: Heart-to-Heart Coaching
Noon–1:45 PM: Jeanne Guy Pre-Conference Workshop

2:00–3:34 PM: Kendra Bonnett & Matilda Butler
Pre-Conference Workshop

4:00–5:00 PM: Conference Welcome Session
5:30–7:30PM: Dutch-Treat Dinner

7:30PM: Sarton Memoir Award Presentation:
Susan Wittig Albert & Paula Stallings Yost

Keynote Address with Gail Straub
(Dessert reception following)

Saturday Session 1
~Writing the Truth: Issues, Ethics & Poetic License~

Suzanne Sherman, Sebastopol CA
~Marketing Your Memoir With Heart and Gusto~

Carol O’Dell, Fernandina Beach FL
~The Wedding of Fact & Imagination:

The Essential Partnership in Writing Life Story~
Gail Straub, West Hurley NY

~Juicy Writing With Fruits & Veggies~
 Jan Seale, McAllen TX

Saturday Session 2
~How 20 Minutes a Day Can Help You Become a Better Writer~

Helen Leatherwood, Beverly Hills CA
~Expanding Your Publishing Options:

eBooks, PODs, Self-Publishing, Oh My!~
Kendra Bonnett, Millbridge ME

~Life Lessons from the Crossroads~
Joyce Boatright, The Woodlands TX

~Beyond Words~
Mitzi Boyd, Fort Worth TX

Saturday Special Sessions
~The Power of the Circle~

Panel, Moderated by Barbara Miller, Austin TX
~Keep Your Day Going With Restorative,

Relaxing Chair Yoga~
Regina Moser, Austin TX
~LGBT Conversation~

Saturday Session 3
~Creating an Awesome and Sustaining Blog~

Judy Miller, Zionsville IN
~Memoir Writing: Brighten Your Leaf on the Family Tree~

Marilyn Collins, Rogers AR
~Moments of Being: Writing a Spiritual Memoir~

Linda Joy Myers, Richmond CA
~Of Journeys and Treasures~

Betsy Boyd, Maryville TN; Cindy Flora, Clearwater FL

Sunday Session 4
~Harnessing the Present Moment

for Deep, Authentic Writing~
Carolyn Scarborough, Austin TX

~Writing Alchemy: New, Fast, Fun, Cool,
Quick-Start Method~

Matilda Butler, Corvallis OR
~Opening (and Reopening) Creative Portals~

Lynn Goodwin, Danville CA
~Our Stories, True Stories:

Research for Memoir and How To Do It~
Marlene Samuels, Chicago, IL

Sunday Session 5
~The People on the Page~

Mary Daniels Brown, Ballwin MO
~Rewrite Your Life: How to Transform the Tragi, the

Ordinary and the Dull-as-Dirt into Compelling Memoir~
Donna Johnson, Austin TX

~Pearls of Wisdom: Memoirs about Mother~
Kate Ferrell, Sebastopol CA

~Journal Writing for Memoir:
Capturing the Past, Present, & Future~

Amber Lea Starfire, Napa CA

Saturday, April 14
8:30AM: Registration Opens

9:00–10:30AM: Session 1
11:00AM–12:30PM: Session 2

12:30–2:00 PM: Lunch, Entertainment: Susan Lincoln
2:00–3:30: Special Sessions & Free Time

3:30–5:00PM: Session 3
5:00–8:00PM: Dutch-Treat Dinner

8:00–10:00PM: Open Mike, Storytelling from the Heart

Sunday, April 15
9:00–10:30AM: Session 4

11:00AM–12:30PM: Session 5
12:30–2:00PM: Lunch, with speaker, Susan Tweit

Program

Pre-Conference Workshops
(not included in full registration, additional $30–$40)

Sessions
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 The Story Wall
We’d like to create a Story Wall to
introduce ourselves. For those who
would like to participate, please
bring a short introduction of yourself.
Here’s one way you can do this: set
a timer for 3 minutes and write
whatever you feel is important for us
to know about you. Then polish it up
a bit (type, if possible). Bring it and,
if you like, a current photo of
yourself. In addition to your written
introduction and your photo, you
may also want to bring a postable
item that illustrates a part of your
story. (This might be something
you’ve created, a different photo, a
newspaper clipping, or a symbol.)

Heart to Heart Table
Do you have some brochures, descriptive literature, or cards
that you’d like to share with other conference participants? We’ll
have a table set aside for this use. Bring up to 100 copies of one
or two items for the table. (If there are any left, be sure to take
them home with you.)

Community Activities @ the Conference
SCN's Silent Auction

6:00 p.m. Friday to 5:30 p.m. Saturday

Shawls, prints, quilts, bags, art objects, jewelry, origami, and
books, books, books!  Something in our auction is bound to be
perfect for you or someone you love, so bring your cash or
checkbook. Credit cards will be accepted, too.

Works of Heart
Vendors’ Marketplace
Vendors in the Marketplace are SCN
members and offer to you their creative work--books, unique
artist-made gift items, and writing-related services businesses.
Look for the vendors' rooms on the conference notice board.

Works of Heart Marketplace Hours:

Friday:
12:00 - 4:00 p.m.

and 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Saturday:
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

and 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

If you would like to be a vendor in the Marketplace, see the
Call for Vendors on the back page, and visit the website:

http://www.storycircle.org/Conference/callforvendors.php

Calling all talented SCN members!
We are seeking donations for the Silent Auction. At our last
conference we had the most amazing contributions: a gorgeous
Dick and Jane quilt, fabulous jewelry, hand knitted socks,
scarves, and shawls, art work,
photographs, signed copies of
SCN member books, book
baskets, certificates for
coaching and editing, and
much more. Please consider
making a donation, visit the
website (URL below)  to learn
how easy it is to donate and to
see some of the beautiful items
up for auction at this year’s
conference. (Pictured is a
fabulous quilt donated by
Barbara Kuvshinoff)

http://www.storycircle.org/Conference/silentauction.shtml

If you have a piece of life writing to share, the
Stories from the Heart Conference Open Mic is the
perfect opportunity.

Conference attendees are invited to bring a piece
of their writing to read during "Open Mic,"
Saturday, April 14.

Story-Telling From the Heart:
Open Mike

Saturday Night Live
Saturday Night 8:00 – 10:00
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Susan J. Tweit:
Love, Life and the Truest Kind of Courage
By Lisa Shirah-Hiers

SCJ: Your memoir, Walking Nature Home, describes your
journey of healing through love and nature that began when, in
your twenties, you were diagnosed with an autoimmune disease
that was supposed to have taken your life in just 2-5 years. Not
long after its publication, your husband was diagnosed with brain
cancer. What has the new “walk with nature” been like, now
that you are no longer the patient but the care-giver?

ST: I often say that my thirty years of learning how to live
with Lupus were the perfect training for helping Richard live as
well and as long as possible with brain cancer. I manage my
Lupus largely by paying attention to the symptoms and adapting
my life to minimize them as much as possible. So I taught Richard
how to pay attention to his body and mind and to be aware of his
symptoms—not an easy thing for a big, strong guy who had been
rudely healthy his whole life to learn. As we so often do, he had
taken his health—and, I suspect, his “right” to live a long life—for
granted, until he began seeing birds by the hundreds one August
morning in 2009, birds that existed only in his mind (those birds
were the only symptom of his brain tumors). In that moment, our
lives took us down a road we had never imagined walking, a road
that ended in his death two years and three months later.

The lessons that helped me as a caregiver were both hard-
won: First, the understanding that I can’t change what life gives
me, but I can change my experience of it by how I respond. So I
didn’t waste time and energy banging my head against the fact
of Richard’s brain cancer. Instead I determined to walk the
journey with love and compassion, and to find joy in each day,
even if only for a moment, no matter what happened. That
determination made the days easier and brought out the grace
inherent in journeying through life, regardless of the circumstances.

Second, my years with chronic illness continue to teach me
that I have only so much energy each day. When that day’s
allotment is gone, it’s gone. If I try to “push through,” I’ll pay
with my health. As a caregiver, especially in the two months
Richard was at home in hospice care, and the final weeks when

A trained field ecologist, Susan J. Tweit became interested in writing what she calls
“the stories behind the data,” the interrelationships that form what Aldo Leopold called
the “community of the land.” Her work has appeared in magazines and newspapers
from Audubon and Popular Mechanics to High Country News and the Los Angeles
Times. She is a sought-after keynote, workshop presenter, writing coach, editor, nature
writer and photographer, radio commentator, and contributor to “The Perch,” the blog
of Audubon magazine, “Native Plants & Wildlife Gardens,” a national blog-magazine,
and Story Circle Network’s “Telling HerStories.” The award-winning author of twelve
books including Walking Nature Home (UT Press, Marcy 2009), Susan began her blog
of the same name shortly before her husband of 28 years, sculptor Richard Cabe, was
diagnosed with brain cancer. A Quaker as well as a scientist, Susan’s writing
is rich in the wisdom of a woman who has come face-to-face with the

fragility and beauty and poetry of everyday life in the face of inevitable death. Susan will be a keynote
speaker at SCN’s Stories from the Heart national conference April 13-15th, 2012. Lisa Shirah-Hiers
interviewed her via email for the SCJ.

he was bedridden—still his bright, incisive, creative, and
compassionate self, but eventually dependent on me for
everything from feeding to wiping—knowing my own limits
was crucial to being able to care for him with love and care
without hurting myself. I did pretty well. I wasn’t perfect, but I
feel good about finding a balance that allowed our love for each
other to shine all the way through a journey that took all we
each had to walk mindfully and well.

 SCJ: A running theme in both your book and blog is that
like nature, love heals and life requires courage. Can you speak
a little about these themes?

ST: Since I wrote Walking Nature Home: A Life’s Journey,
the body of research showing that love truly can heal has
continued to grow. (Love in this case is defined as physical,
emotional and spiritual affection given freely with no
expectations attached.) Research shows that something as simple
as affectionate touch can ease pain, speed healing, and result in
fewer complications after major surgery. That we can prove it
well enough to satisfy logical, unemotional, data-oriented
western science is stunning. Imagine the power of such love
unleashed on the world!

Mind you, when I say that research shows that love indeed
can heal, that doesn’t imply it can also “cure.” I’m speaking of
healing in the sense of “restoring to health,” and curing in the
sense of “freeing from disease.” Healing the way I’m using it is
about being in mental, emotional and spiritual balance. Love
can give us the tools to live as healthfully as possible with our
particular life situation. Love did not cure my husband’s brain
cancer, but it surely did make it possible for him to live a full
and healthy life for two years longer than his doctors imagined.

That the act of living requires courage seems pretty self-
evident to me. Tragedy and hardship come to all of us in different
forms and different measures throughout our existence. To live
with the “hard stuff,” to face it and speak with it and not let it

2012 Sunday Keynote Speaker
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destroy you, takes courage—not the monster-slaying kind of courage, but the everyday
kind that allows women everywhere to get pregnant and bear (or adopt) and rear children
and their kids’ children, to care for aging parents, to work and love and nurture our
own spirits, and all the while, to get up and face each day, knowing that life is just as
fragile as it is beautiful. Meeting each day with an attitude of openness to whatever it
will bring is the truest kind of courage I know.

SCJ: In your post on Earth Day, April 22, 2010 you offered four maxims to live
by: “1. Honor: Take a moment to honor the place where you find yourself. 2. Respect:
Get to know the species with whom you share your everyday landscapes. 3. Share:
Live as if you are part of a community. Make space for other species in your daily
habits. 4. Enjoy: Stop to smell the metaphorical roses and do whatever nurtures your
sense of wonder.” Why are these four so important?

ST: These four are critical because we are connected to this numinous blue planet,
the only home our species has ever known, at the cellular level. Part of what makes us
human is a deeply-rooted affection for the earth and its living communities of species,
from the tiniest microbe to the most gargantuan blue whale or the tallest coast redwood
tree. In fact, we share the basic building blocks of life, the atoms that make us up, with
all these other lives and with the planet itself. We forget that connection at our own
peril, the peril that science is just beginning to show us of succumbing to a range of
physical, emotional, and mental nature-deficit ills, from attention-deficit disorder in
kids (which has been shown to be controlled most effectively by regular exposure to
nature, the wilder the better) to high-blood pressure and other stress-related conditions,
depression, and many cancers. Our health depends on our connection to the intertwined
community of lives we call nature, and the planet that nurtures that community.

These four maxims are also, at their core, about us. They are a way of practicing
living with loving-kindness, generosity, and appreciation for this very existence, and
for own lives. It turns out that a healthy relationship with the earth leads to a healthy
relationship with ourselves. We shouldn’t be surprised by that, but we often are.

SCJ: In your post on August 25, 2010, you write “I have this odd sense that Richard
and I are being stripped to our essences too, all of our unnecessary habits, behaviors
and preoccupations honed by this journey with brain cancer as if to prepare us for—
what? Some work ahead that will call on who we are at heart and spirit, perhaps.” Now
that more than a year has passed do you have a better sense yet of what that work might be?

ST: I know now that the work ahead when I wrote that post was the work of living
whole, healthy lives, living with thoughtful awareness, up until the moment death parted
us. Richard was determined to live his days mindfully and in a loving way, to be “present
in my moments,” as he put it, for as long as possible. And he was: he was able to
continue his sculpture work until a few months before he died; he was able to read and
think and talk with friends until a few days before his death; he maintained his sense of
humor even when he could no longer talk and had to communicate with his expressive
eyebrows and by squeezing his hand or raising one thumb in an “okay!” gesture; he
was responsive until his last breath. He went into death as he lived his life: curious,
thinking, feeling, aware, wanting to be part of whatever came. To be able to live through
his decline and death with openness and love, we had to drop our baggage along the
way. His practice of approaching death with an open heart was inspiring to all who met
or read about him. My work was helping him be that person, reminding him of what he
was capable of and giving him the support to do it.

And now—another chapter is unfolding. Richard will always be my love; our life
together will always inform who I am. I am exploring what it means to live alone for
the first time in more than three decades. It is not the role I looked for or wanted, but
here it is, and I am open to whatever possibilities this new phase of my life brings.

“Courage to me does not mean gritting
your teeth and pushing through, nor
tensing up and fighting, nor forcing
things to happen your way. It means
facing what comes with as much love and
honesty as possible…. The word comes
to us from the Old French corage, from
the Latin cor, “heart.” That’s key, I think.
Courage is strength that comes from the
heart: the power of faith and love.”

(01/30/2010: Some Days Aren’t Pretty)

Quotations from Susan J. Tweit’s
Blog: Walking Nature Home

“Any journey that involves repeated
trauma of whatever sort is essentially
private. No one else can really know what
it’s like, and what you go through. Nor
would they want to, because to really
know it is to experience all the pain and
fear and exhaustion, the ugly and difficult
moments, the darkness when you’re not
sure light will ever return.”

(03/27/2011 Brain cancer:
A lonely journey)

 “What I take from the disorienting
course of this journey with Richard’s
brain cancer—the one-step-forward,
another-step-back rhythm is a reminder
to remain open to each changing moment,
to practice living with an open heart. To
continue to approach life with the courage
and strength that grow from staying
flexible, from leading with love.

(10/07/2011 Brain Cancer:
Heart-open living)(Continued on page 8)
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 SCJ: Let’s switch gears a bit. You recently joined the SCN
Board of Directors and will be a keynote speaker at the April
Stories from the Heart Conference. Why is SCN important to
you? What are some of your hopes for this organization?

ST: I believe Story Circle Network is more than a writing
community; it is a sisterhood in the best sense of that word, a
nurturing community of women who share stories, comment
constructively on each other’s work, nudge, prod, and encourage
each other in writing and life, and commiserate losses as warmly
as celebrating successes. That kind of sisterhood without
competition or envy is rare and precious, even among writers.
We need more of it in this world!  I’ve chosen to serve on the
Membership committee of the SCN board because I want to see
more women writers of life stories receiving the support,
encouragement, inspiration—and practical writing and life
tools—that Story Circle Network offers so generously. Story
Circle Network is growing, but we’re still the best-ever, little-
known organization nurturing women’s memoir and women’s
voices.

 SCJ: What are some things you are thinking about as you
prepare your Sunday keynote address?

ST: The word that comes to mind for my talk is “courage.”
Courage in writing honestly, openly, and constructively about
our lives and our learnings, and how we make time and space to
let the words come, and to hone our voices as writers.

SCJ: What do you hope people will take away from your
talk and from the conference itself?

ST: Inspiration and courage... An understanding that our
stories—each and every one of them—matter, to us and to others.
“Good stories,” says psychologist and author Mary Pipher, “can
save us.” I hope we’ll also take away motivation, a kick in the
butt to go home and WRITE. And then rewrite, until those stories
sing—and cry and shout and simply leap off the page demanding
to be read, to be heard!

SCJ: What is it that makes Stories from the Heart different
from other conferences?

ST: It’s like entering into an embrace, a gathering that
strengthens a community of women writing memoir and life
stories. It’s full of practical, professional advice, plus
encouragement and nurturing, laughter and love. We’ll all leave
inspired, literally “breathing in” lungsful of the very air we need
to jump-start our writing, deepen and enrich your stories, get
them out to readers, find new audiences, and then dive back into
writing again. And [afterward] we’ll look forward to the next
Stories from the Heart conference, in 2014.

You can follow Susan’s blog at:
 http://susanjtweit.typepad.com/

(Continued from page 7) Living Well-Heart Outstretched
by Susan J. Tweit,

with introduction by Susan Wittig Albert

Living well is difficult, even in the best of circumstances.
Living well, living mindfully, in the daily face of death is a
challenge that we must all face, at some point in our lives. And
then when death has taken our loved one, we must find the
courage to go on, find ways to fill the empty places and find joy
in unexpected moments. Susan’s Story Circle sisters who have
shared this journey with her—through her almost daily writing—
feel enormously privileged, for she has showed us how to live
with death, and then to live beyond. Here is a piece of writing
from her blog that shows how she uses story not only to work
through her pain but to lay out a path into her future: the day-
by-day life she must craft for herself and the longer, year-on-
year life that stretches out ahead. In an answer to one of the
comments on this blog post, she wrote, “I’ve been writing about
my approach to life–and death–in my personal blog, Walking
Nature Home, for several years. Staying mindful to every moment
is the best way to live well–fully, happily, completely–with no
regrets. Whatever happens. For me, writing about the “whatever”
keeps me sane and able to keep up that healthy and healing attitude.”

And so we thank Susan for showing us that “writing about
the whatever” can help us find our way on even the darkest day.
I hope you’ll accept the invitation she gives you at the end of
this piece: the invitation to live every day well, and as you’re
living well, to write it down.

And one other thing. The blog post we’ve reprinted here
appears both on Susan’s blog and on SCN’s Herstories blog,
where a team of ten committed writers regularly publish pieces
of lifestory. The writing is compelling, the stories are nothing
short of fabulous, and the examples these writers offer will give
you plenty of ideas for your own whatever writing. To visit,
point your browser to http://storycirclenetwork.wordpress.com/
You’ll find plenty of food for thought, a nudge in the right writing
direction, and a hug or two from women who have been there,
done that, and lived to tell the tale.—Susan Wittig Albert

Twelve days ago, the
love of my life, my
husband Richard Cabe,
died of brain cancer at
home in hospice care. He
died as he had lived: he
was present, gracious and
loving until the end.

After we sat in silent
meditation/worship with his body, sending him on his way with
mindful hearts; after we washed his body and consigned him to
the care of the funeral home folks on the way to the CU Medical
School to be used for research, our little group of family and
friends walked over to a favorite local restaurant for brunch, as
has been our Sunday habit for a long time.
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Visit the Story Circle Network Blog

Telling Herstories: The Broad View
And Now...One Woman’s Day

Sarton Award Winner
to be Announced at

Stories From the
 Heart VI

We’re on the home stretch for
the May Sarton Award for the best
woman’s memoir of 2011, and the

suspense is building! Our first-round jurors (SCN members with
experience in reading memoir) have recommended a strong list
of selections to our second-round jurors, a panel of professional
librarians unaffiliated with SCN. The second-round jurors are
submitting their evaluations now and we’ll soon have a winner.
We’ll be notifying her in a few weeks and presenting this long-
awaited award at SCN’s national women’s memoir conference,
Stories from the Heart VI.

But it’s already time to start thinking about the 2012
competition. We’re looking for memoirs that offer well-told,
well-written, and authentic stories of women’s experiences. If
you’re an author of a memoir that will be published this year,
please consider submitting your book to this unique, prestigious
competition. You’ll find full details, including guidelines,
application form, and deadline information, on the Sarton
Memoir Award website:  http://www.storycircle.org/
SartonMemoirAward/ You’ll also want to check out our scoring
rubric (http://www.storycircle.org/SartonMemoirAward/
rubric.php) so you can see what our team of memoir experts
will be looking for in the prize-winning book. Our rubric has
been praised by everyone who’s used it, and teachers have
requested permission to use it in their lifewriting classes. Even
if you don’t submit, you’ll benefit from reading and considering it.

This unique award is named in honor of May Sarton (1912-
1995), distinguished American poet, novelist, and author of
twelve inspiring and thought-provoking memoirs and journals.
A panel of SCN past presidents chose to honor Sarton with this
SCN award because her work exemplifies the best in women’s
lifestory writing, over an extended period of time. Her first
memoir was Plant Dreaming Deep (1968); her last, At Eighty-
Two: A Journal (1995) is the story of the year before her death.
Each book shows us new facets—and new
challenges—in the life of this important
memoirist.

We ate, toasted Richard, and laughed and cried. Then
we walked home.

So it's gone in my new life without the man I loved and
lived with for almost 29 years: Though the seemingly endless
rounds of official phone calls and filling out forms, the cleaning
and organizing, answering cards and emails-through all the work
generated by any death, gracious, graceful, or otherwise, I've
made a conscious effort to live well, mindfully and with
thankfulness for the life I have.

Each day I get up before dawn, measure out the whole grains
and organic dried fruits for my hot breakfast cereal, clean the
wood stove and make a fire, and do yoga to greet the day,
centering myself in this landscape, at home.

Each day I thank my love for helping design and build this
house which enfolds me in the work of his hand and heart. Each
day I look for some grace note.

Each day I also consciously do something to bring joy to
my life, honoring Richard's memory and our shared love of this
numinous blue planet and the lives it supports.

And each day I put hands to keyboard and write, even if
only for an hour.

Last Sunday, I went cross-country skiing with my friend
Lisa. Neither of us had gotten our cross-country skis out in more
than a year, so getting ready for our jaunt around the
neighborhood golf course meant dusting off skis and poles, and
searching for gaiters and other gear.

When Lisa walked over, skis on her shoulder, and confessed
that she had completely forgotten how to operate her bindings,
we spent a few hilarious minutes of random poking and prying
until the bindings popped open.

Then we passed a glorious hour at the golf course schussing
on fresh snow, our skis swishing and our legs moving in a rhythm
that has always seemed to me close to what it must feel to be able to
cup wings on air and take flight. We skied past a hundred or so
Canada and cackling geese, roosting with bare feet on the snow,
past fox tracks and pounce marks, past quiet houses and noisy dogs.

Does it seem wrong to look for joy less than two weeks
after my love's death? Perhaps I should be doubled over, wracked
with sobs, or curled up under the covers, eyes shut to the world.

That's not for me. I think the best way to honor the love
Richard and I worked hard to grow over nearly 29 years, to
honor his love for all life, large and small, common or obscure,
beautiful and grotesque; his attitude of loving kindness toward
the earth, and the smile that touched everyone who met him is to
practice living well on my own.

By "living well," I mean living in the spirit that we shared:
living with my heart outstretched as if it were my hand–an
attitude of love, kindness, joy, generosity, and appreciation for
the gift of each moment.

And I mean writing. Every day.

What does living well mean to you? Why? Write that down!
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True Words from Real Women

A selection of short pieces of lifewriting by our members, edited by Mary Jo
Doig. The theme of this issue’s True Words section is “A Quilt.” Contribute
your own True Words to the Journal. Future topics are listed on page 24.

A Quilt

Quilting; Why It Connects Us
Sharon Blumberg, Munster IN

sharon1024@sbcglobal.net, www.sharonblumberg.com

I often say I will take up quilting lessons when I retire from
my teaching job, within the next few years. What is it about
quilting that seems so intriguing? Could it be the act of friendship,
the sense of sisterhood, the therapeutic feeling of well-being
and creativity, the symbolism of comfort and warmth, or perhaps
all of the above?

I can remember when I fell in love with quilts. I first eyed a
myriad of quilts as they proudly displayed themselves in little
shops throughout Branson, Missouri. My family and I were there
years back as we took in the hilly sights. We carefully selected a
quilt to welcome into our home.

As I stared at this mysterious fabric, I pondered its unique
history. Who were the skillful women who spent hours putting
it together? What were they feeling? What were their hopes and
dreams? How did this group of quilters find themselves
temporarily joined together for this task? What were their life
stories and accomplishments? Did each of them know of their
sisters’ life stories? Did they share them while they quilted in
their bees? Ah ha! Stories! Yes, perhaps quilts give us a warm,
secure sense of closure and connectedness. The individual
patchworks of varied colors and designs create a lovely creation.
This outcome serves to cover us and keep us warm. It also gives
us beauty. What patterns in their lives created who they are?
Somehow I felt a commonality with them. They will never know
of me, just as I will never know of them. Yet, somehow, we are
serving one another in some way.

This reminds me of the challenges that often kept me up at
night, during my early teaching career. The trials and stories
created the groundwork to sustain future challenges. Without
this patchwork of experiences, future challenges would not hold
together. When one gazes upon a quilt, it may be difficult to
view the backing, but that is what pieces the quilt fabric together.
It is this whole that creates a unified work of art and sisterhood.
These are the masterpieces that connect our lives.

The Past Touches the Future
Arlene Roman Howard

Rancho Mirage CA
w-ecircle 14

My great-grandmother was born in Iowa in 1857. Four years
later, when Lincoln was President and the Civil War had begun,
she traveled across the country to California in a covered wagon.
My imagination tells me that quilts kept the family warm.

Years later, as our country was embarking on World War II,
my great-grandmother began a baby quilt for me. While I slept
in my cradle, she appliquéd the pieces—circus performers,
animals and balloons—on the quilt. Then one day Ma, as she
was known to her family, fell and broke her hip, never to quilt
again. The quilt was put in my Mom’s hope chest.

Before my mother died, she gave me Ma’s quilt. There it
rested in a box for fifteen years. Several months ago, with hints
that we might have a grandchild in the near future, I realized it
was time for me to finish Ma’s quilt. Looking at it, I was horrified
to see mildew and a few holes. I soaked, re-soaked and re-soaked
the quilt in bleach water. Out came those nasty black mildew
spots, well most of them. When I hung the quilt on the line to
dry, I discovered faint lines of the markings for the pieces to be
appliquéd. With my light box, I was able to re-mark some of the
lines. I will appliqué balloons over the holes. There was another
problem. Some of the pieces to be appliquéd were missing.

Doing research, I found that circus quilt patterns were
popular in the 1930s and 1940s. On eBay I found a 1947
Simplicity circus quilt pattern with appliqué animals, bid on it
and won the bid. The original
cost of the pattern was 15 cents;
I paid $6.95. Frankly, I would
have paid more for the pattern
so I can complete Ma’s baby
quilt.

As I work on Ma’s quilt and
touch her seventy-year-old tiny
stitches, I am inspired to perfect
my stitches. The quilt connects
me to my great-grandmother
and our country’s history. It also
is creating a connection from
Ma to my someday grandchild
and her great-great-great
grandchild.
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Ronnie’s Quilts
(Dedicated to my courageous, inspiring sister, Thais)

Tiffany Benton, Port Townsend WA
w-ecircle 7, tiffanyb1313@gmail.com

At 18 my sister, Thais, fell in love and married Ron, a young
marine home from Viet Nam. Within ten years they had five
children: Ian, Rachelle, Raissa, Talia, and Kaitlin.

Ronnie, a cowboy, loved blue jeans, cowboy shirts, boots,
and his black Stetson hat. He was opinionated, funny, lovable,
and a respected family man with a soft heart and a tough hide.
He chewed Skoal, and liked hunting with his dog. Life was good
and the years went by.

When Thais and Ronnie visited us on Maui, I saw another
side of him as he donned board shorts and sandals, got a new
tattoo, snorkeled, and enjoyed the ocean. During a 2005 visit
Thais shared that Ronnie was having problems with his vision,
had shoulder pain, and trouble walking. He saw numerous
specialists, none could find a diagnosis. Still, Ron’s condition
seriously deteriorated. On February 9, 2009, after a courageous
battle, he passed away, his beloved family and dear friends at
his side.

Life goes on even when filled with grief. Today, four of the
kids are married with another wedding this October. Five
grandchildren play at Thais’ house; two more on the way.

Thais didn’t touch Ronnie’s belongings that first year. Then,
as she tells it, “It was a three day weekend (Veteran’s Day
11.11.11.) I decided to make the quilts for Christmas gifts. First
I went to the box with the jeans. I had six pairs of jeans and two
pairs of shorts. So then I went to the hall closet with the shirts. I
started to pair them up: two shirts per quilt, colors that looked
good together. It was exciting. And in some strange way it felt
good to hold and look at the shirts again.”

Thais sewed six quilts and one pillow. She used cuffs,
pockets, waistbands, zippers, and belt loops. One pocket even
has the imprint of a Skoal can. On Christmas, “Like a little kid
waiting to open gifts,” she gave them to each of the kids, Ron’s
parents, and his brother.

I admire Thais’ courage and like to think of the family
wrapped in the quilts, remembering Ronnie.

Sunbonnet Sue
Sara Etgen-Baker, Allen TX

sab_1529@yahoo.com

She lowered her reading glasses down to the tip of her nose,
peered down at me, then asked, “Why’s my little Miss Sunshine
so down in the dumps?”

She was right—I was moody after Christmas, clinging to
my grandmother’s side and dogging her every step.

“My dolly is lonely.”

“She is? Maybe she needs a blanket and some cocoa,”
she offered.

“Uh, huh.”

“Fetch your doll teacups; I’ll make hot cocoa for both of you.”

I complied, returning to grandmother’s kitchen where she
gingerly filled each tiny teacup with steaming, rich hot cocoa.
Suddenly, she turned to my mother and I, proclaiming, “Let’s
make a doll quilt so the doll will be warm this winter. We’ll
have our own quilting bee—just the three of us.”

With that, we scurried to my grandmother’s sewing room
where she retrieved the Sunbonnet Sue pattern and scrap material.
She carefully pinned different parts of the pattern to material,
then she wrapped her hands over mine guiding them through
the thick fabric.

“This is how you cut out the fabric around the pattern. Here’s
the scissors; you’re on your own. Get started little lady!”

After carefully cutting out six bonnets, skirts, arms, and feet,
my grandmother propped me up on a stool where I watched her
and my mother sew the quilt pieces together. Her sewing machine
hummed, slowly singing me to sleep before I could help with
the hand stitching and embroidery.

The next morning my doll lay next to me wrapped in a
cherished memory—a Sunbonnet Sue quilt. Although my
grandmother’s death a few months later deeply saddened me,
both my doll and I remained covered by a quilt of joy and love
that warmed us like no other.

Even today I feel my grandmother’s eyes watching me and
her spirit guiding me. Sometimes when the house is silent, I
hear her voice—golden threads of wisdom and encouragement—
and am reminded that our lives are like quilts: bits and pieces,
joys and sorrows, stitched together with love.An Afghan–Not a Quilt

Helene Benardo, Bronx NY
w-ecircles 9 and 15

A couple of years before my mother died, she decided to
make an afghan for me. It would be done via crochet, and the
shades would be vibrant, as she knew of my love for bright colors.

She made it of orange, black, and gold—each square an
incredibly intricate pattern—all sewn together at the end. As
she reached the final portion, she became ill but was determined
to complete the blanket and did, all but the last two squares,
which were finished by my aunt, her sister.

This treasure has pride of place on the couch in my living
room, and woe betide anyone who accidentally manhandles it!
My mother’s talents were not inherited by me. I cannot crochet.
I enjoy knitting, as she did, but my efforts are such that I would
never presume to give a garment of my own making to anyone
else to wear!

I get a charge when someone entering my home for the first
time asks me if I made the “gorgeous afghan.”

“No,” I reply, “My mother did.”
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A Tie to the Past
Khadijah Lacina, Shihr, Yemen
http://www.yemenijourney.com

w-ecircles 4, 12, and 14, facilitator for 3

A few weeks ago, in this land of moist, intense heat, I felt
the calling to make a quilt for my grandson, Suhayb. I paused
for a minute and wondered at what could possibly make quilt
making look attractive in 100 degree heat? I sat, thought and
felt, and realized that once again I was feeling anxious and
uncertain, and my mother, who passed away years ago, was
paying me a visit.

My mom was not a particularly “crafty” person. She liked
to refinish furniture, and to paint wooden furniture and walls.
She made a few quilts, simply by sewing two complementary
prints together, putting in a batting, sewing this up and tying it
with yarn. In general, though, she stayed away from the idea of
doing “crafts.”

One day, though, right before midterms in my sophomore
year of college, in the midst of a minor crisis with my baby’s
father and a thousand other little things, a box arrived on my
porch, and in the box was a quilt my mother had made for me.
With it were two skeins of yarn, a yarn needle, and a note that
said, “Tie it with love Mom.” Whether this meant “Tie it,” and
was signed, “with love, Mom,” or, “Tie it with love,” and was
signed, “Mom,” I don’t know. I brought the box in and at first
wondered how I would find time to work on it. Then, a couple
of days later, I simply began to tie. And by the time I had tied the
whole quilt, I had come to some decisions, worked through some
problems, and come to terms with the things I couldn’t change.

So now, when this anxious, unsettled feeling visits me, I
find I pull out my fabrics or yarns, and simply let my heart and
mind go while my hands create. And I hope that Suhayb will
look up at the stars in his little Yemeni village, warmed by his
quilt and the love of grandma and great grandma as well.

Quilting for Cover
(For my mother)

Lisa Rizzo, San Carlos CA
lgrizzo@hotmail.com,

http://poetteacherworld.blogspot.com

The quilting frame came down,
and women hitched up their chairs.
Pots of pinto beans on the stove,
four kids to a bed, and always
they quilted for cover.
Each woman brought her thimble,
shield of her trade; soon their tiny stitches
swept across fields of color.
East Texas was cotton country then –
they chopped and hoed all summer,
but by the light of the fire,
women dug deep into their scrap bags.
Over the quilting frame,
they traded talk, under each needle
scraps fraught with past wearings.
If it rained, children played
with the quilt taut over their heads.
When they bumped the frame,
their mothers cried out as needles
pricked their work-rough hands.
Just making do with what they had,
they reaped a rare harvest.

Today the scrap of my mother’s
second-grade dress
keeps her childhood alive
long past the days of her one-room school.
I never did learn to use a thimble,
but I piece my squares just the same.
Winding white thread from its spool,
its fragile line trails behind me.

My daughter and I gathered scraps of fabric and sewed a
doll size quilt for her “babies.” Although my stitches were
uneven, Debby loved covering her babies with the quilt. She
said it was special because “it was made with love.”

My granddaughter, Chava and I gathered fabric scraps and
put together her first sewing kit. She was so proud of her first
stitches as we both spent afternoons enjoying the process as well
as yummy snack intervals. Raggedy Ann was carefully wrapped in
her new handmade quilt. The doll was “happy to be warm and
cozy,” Chava told me as she prepared Raggedy’s bedtime rituals.

And so the story of the quilt is told from the travail of an
ocean journey to a new world seeking warmth and a new life.
As each generation experiences a quilt, no longer do my women
need it for the physical

Guilt: The Gift that Keeps on Giving...Oops
Abby November, Austin TX

abnova@earthlink.net, Judith Helburn Writing Circle, Austin TX
I thought the topic of guilt quite thought provoking. Catholic

and Jewish mothers have made guilt an art form. Hold on a
minute—the topic is quilt, not guilt! I remember stories of my
Polish great-grandmother bringing her feather bed to New York.
The feather bed, a kind of quilt, was two pieces of muslin fabric
hand stitched together and stuffed with goose down (for the
wealthy) and, more commonly, chicken feathers for the less affluent.
Great-Grandmother Esther’s feather bed was a wedding gift to her
from the groom’s parents. My New York born grandmother, “The
Bubs,” had crocheted herself a multicolored woolen quilt. Used
as a shawl for her shoulders, The Bubs sat reading the Brooklyn
Eagle by the fading sunlight twinkling through the broken
venetian blinds. Often on those gray, damp blustery days, her
quilt covered her feet when she was ready for bed. She and I shared
a bedroom, each of us in our own twin bed. I often piled extra
blankets on top of her feet, but warmth was elusive to her.
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The Meaning of Quilt
Mary Pacifico Curtis, Los Gatos CA

w-ecircle 14, brandwisdom@mac.com

Christmas Day.  I had crafted a gift to reflect our daughter’s
essence, drawing together past and future—a comfort through
difficult days.

Ashley’s hands untied the ribbon, lifted tape from paper
and raised a cardboard corner, reaching inside. Opening the box,
she pulled out a large quilt.

She held it up, looked at us, then turned to my note, reading
out loud.

“Your quilt is literal and symbolic, visual and sensory,
functional and evocative. It’s finished yet very much incomplete.
Its squares depict activities in your life so far. Jerseys from teams,
shirts commemorating theater productions, schools, friends, and
favorite activities framed in a field of color reflecting your spirit,
energy, and personality. As clothing that you wore, these squares
are souvenirs of your life. They also represent some special
quality of you as a person. One square is about your love of
small children—another about longstanding friendships. The
theater squares are about plays in which you have performed,
and also about your creativity and expressiveness. Sports squares
display athleticism, your willingness to be a team player and
leader. As you look at your quilt, you will think of more
dimensions of meaning. In that way, you complete the quilt.

The beauty of a quilt is that one can admire its elements,
and enjoy the comfort of its whole. It’s beautiful to look at and
its warmth holds the loving embrace of its maker.

The most important thing is that your quilt is finished, but
you are not. Keep looking at your life and take the comfort of
your quilt with you as you step into each new day. The quilt is
about the people and events that have made you who you are
becoming. It is a reminder of our deep love for you.”

Ashley’s voice was serene. She read as if not wanting one
word to end as she moved to the next. After reading she returned
to the couch placing the decorative part of her quilt against her
body, every so often lifting it away from her to study the familiar
squares and smile.

Little Scraps of Fabric:
Little Bits of Life

Teresa Schreiber Werth, Spencerport NY

I have seen the musical Quilters by Molly Newman and
Barbara Damashek, at least ten times. The script, divided into
16 sections or “blocks,” deals with such themes as childbirth,
school days, windmills, courtship, weddings, country roads,
religion, and even log cabins. “Handsome and tidy pieces of
work, they combine at the end to make one huge quilt, which is
raised high, the flag of pioneer womanhood,” reported the
Washington Post. Hearing the play was returning to our city in
June 1989, I launched a grand plan to stage a backyard picnic,
see the play and make a quilt.

I invited 25 women friends to each bring a daughter, sister,
mother, or friend and to send me six, matching, six-inch cotton
squares. My mother embroidered the initials of each attendee
on one of their squares. We laid them out in a simple, diagonal,
dark-to-light pattern, machine stitching each line of squares into
a strip, finally sewing the strips together, making a queen-sized
quilt. Another friend added batting, backing, and hand-tied each
square. As quilts go, it was basic—and beautiful.

A canning jar filled with white daisies sat in the center of
each picnic table. Women brought family quilts to display and
“our quilt,” the one we were each a part of, hung behind the
buffet table. Everyone signed a memory book and received a
special pin of the new stamp commemorating American quilts.
Dulcimer music filled the air. The menu: a simple, one-pot meal
we called “Prairie Chicken,” with homemade bread and cookies.

Later at the theatre, lights dimmed, fiddles started, and the
magic of Quilters unfolded in tears, tribulation, grit, laughter,
loss and love.

“Our quilt” now tops our guest room futon. Looking through
the memory book and gently running my fingers over the
embroidered initials, I sadly realize how many of those women
are gone. Our quilt is a living legacy of that day, of those women
who came together to celebrate all women: creating food,
relationships, memories, sharing “her-stories,” music, theatre,
all because pioneer ancestors took up little bits of fabric and
made them into precious quilts.

It was the summer of 2001. My children and I were at the
park. There was a slight breeze, and the sun created a glow on
our skin. The sounds of parents and children mixed in the air.
We couldn’t have asked for a more perfect day.

Marissa had just finished her soccer game with a big win.
Earlier, Chris had crossed the finish line in first place. My heart
swelled with love. As I looked around at the parents and children
cheering, jumping, hugging, and giving high-fives, I felt an
overwhelming sense of pride. My babies were growing up and I
wanted to preserve this moment forever. I decided to make a quilt.

The quilt would be made out of their uniforms. All the
children and coaches would sign it. I would include the year
and the wins and losses.

I wanted my children to always remember how proud they
made me, how they always tried their best, and how they were
okay even if they didn’t always win.

I would preserve these memories, and the best way was
with a memory quilt.

A Day at the Park
Robin Buchanan, Lockhart TX
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Patches
Tonya Spencer, Lockhart TX

A patch for the heart broken with a word
Another for the apologies never heard
A patch for the love lost
Another for the price it cost
A patch for the times I was misunderstood
Another for the days I wished I could
A patch for the chance to start anew
Another for courage it took to see me through
Gathering love, patience, kindness, and respect—along with a

thimble to protect a mended heart, a needle and thread to
get started, and the time to sew these memories together, I
begin to sew this quilt.

This is mine.
A tear here, a smile there, and a grin from time to time remind

me that my soul is filled with passion and that I still have
plenty of time.

Although my edges are a little rough, it seems to me that the
designer created the patches this way for a reason.

I wouldn’t change the color, the size, or a stitch.
This is my life and I am ready to become whole. To me, this

means finally sewing all the patches together. A beautiful
quilt it will be.

A Quilt of Comfort
Colette Pratt, Lockhart TX

When I opened the box, all I saw were scraps of material.
Old clothes and curtains. Sheets and table cloths. A bunch of
rags that had lost their shape and usefulness.

I started picking through the pile and recognized the
remnants of my first party dress. My granny made it for me when I
was five years old. My cake had been German chocolate; the ice cream
buttered pecan. I smiled at the memory of baby dolls and candles.

As I continued to search through the box, I saw my granny’s
favorite duster. A thin cotton housedress she wore on warm
summer evenings as she sat under the carport, shelling peas. It
was our special time, when she would tell me stories that always
started with the phrase: “When I was your age....”

Deeper in the box was the holiday table cloth that graced
the dinner table for many family gatherings, a set of curtains I’d
gotten the first time I’d been allowed to decorate my room the
way I wanted, and a slipcover that had been used to protect the
living room couch from sticky, chocolate-covered fingers.

With every item removed, I saw more of my past, reminding
me of times when life was simple and carefree. As I sat at my
grandmother’s old sewing machine, I pieced together the fabric
of my life, one square at a time, remembering the past and
embracing the love only my memories can give.

I fashioned a quilt of comfort, with the knowledge that these
were more than mere scraps. They were a treasure trove of my
past, taking the shape of a future I would share with my
grandchildren—the way my granny had shared herself with me.

No Matter How Warm
Constance Moylan, Denver CO

No matter how warm, there is a quilt on the bed. The weight
of it comforts me.

If I must, I stick my feet free at the other end of the bed,
into the chill night air.

I pull off clothes.

But the quilt remains.

It might be the earth-toned quilt my sister made that features
log cabins and embroidered leaves signed “For my sister, with
love,” or the red and ivory Lone Star of Texas rescued from a
yard sale, or the double wedding ring quilt—now quite thin—in
blues and reds someone made for my own wedding decades
ago. The quilt outlasted the marriage.

When my mom died, we found an old double-sized quilt
that my great grandma had made. It was not in the best of
condition and never the prettiest—made from old wool coats,
men’s wool slacks, flannel tucked in here or there—the colors
dull and grey and the quilt quite itchy. I took it.

This oldest quilt, like the oldest memories, has the heaviest
weight of all.

On the coldest nights, whether that cold is from the weather
outside or the storms of my own life, I pull it out and use it.

When I had to move from my home of 22 years, downsizing
was tough. I could only hold on to patches and pieces of my past.
One thing I tossed was a trunk full of scraps of my old clothes
from high school onwards I had saved to make a quilt of my life.

I had to let it go—the little black dress I brought home from
Paris, my graduation dress, pieces of memories. Too much past
can weigh us down.

But I didn’t need the whole box. Anymore than I needed
the whole cloth of my past to make my new life. Like the quilts,
I saved what I could, formed the familiar scraps and patches of
memories, the different part of me, of family dear and departed,
into a new pattern. Its might be a crazy quilt but it will have
weight and warmth.

Visit our online store! Choose from a
number of products with the Story
Circle Network logo, and some with
quotations by, for, and about
women.

Your purchases help support the
Story Circle Network.

We plan to add new products, so
stop by often.

Great Gifts for Yourself...or the
Writers in Your Life

www.cafepress.com/storycircle
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Bright Squares, Dark Squares
Cynthia Ferguson, Lockhart TX

Making a quilt is a lot of work, like life. What you put into
it is what you get out.

My squares are many shapes, sizes, colors. If you put them
together piece by piece, you have my life.

The first squares were white, pink, yellow. These were me
as a child. Pure, happy, and very bright. I had good parents who
loved me but who worked a lot.

This was when the first dark squares appeared. Because my
parents weren’t home very much, at the age of seven, I was
sexually abused by a family member. Black and brown squares
were stitched into my life until I was fourteen.

Squares of bright red, blue, orange showed up when I
married at age fourteen. I thought getting married meant all my
problems would go away. But squares of dark green and black
arrived. They represent the drugs I used to cover up the pain,
hurt, and shame about what had happened to me.

I found out I was pregnant with a baby girl, and my squares
brightened a little. I stopped using drugs and focused on being a
mother and wife. A lot of bright squares were stitched into my
quilt. I had a second daughter. My quilt was coming along great.
Then the black squares returned. I found out my husband was
hurting my girls.

I moved away and started over. My squares grew bright. I
was working two jobs, and my girls were happy. Then I made a
mistake, a big one, and came to prison. A dark square stayed
with me for a very long time. I didn’t care anymore. I felt like no
one cared. Finally, a bright square entered my life again, in the
form of Jesus. My quilt started to look beautiful again. Each
stitch and square was who I was and who I was becoming.

I’m still working on my quilt. But the colors—the brights
and the darks—tell the story of my life. I can now pass on my
story and my quilt to my children, and on and on.

My Purple Heart-Shaped Square
Bettina Thorne, Lockhart TX

The biggest square of my life’s quilt—the first square, the
center square—would be my grandparents. All the other squares
surround this beautiful, purple, heart-shaped patch.

I always loved the fact that I lived with grandparents. I was
the only child in the house, and my grandparents loved me
unconditionally. They taught me to be respectful and to love
and care for others.

Quilts come to mind when I think of my family. I can see
my great aunt sitting in her wheelchair with a quilt over her lap. On
the back of a couch, a quilt rested. A quilt sat at the foot of my great-
grandmother’s bed and another on a chest. The purple, heart-shaped
patch is where my life’s quilt begins.

Given New Life
Susan Flemr, Fairfield Bay AR

sflemr@artelco.com

I had been an ordained
minister for six years—entering
late in life due to Church polity
that excluded women from the
role. (That’s another story!)

Each time I opened my
vestment closet door I saw them:
the four old stoles that had
belonged to my father and
grandfather. The once bright
colors were faded, the brocade

fabric worn in spots and their shorter length not current style. I
wouldn’t wear them, but I couldn’t discard them.

One Sunday a thought came to me. I would approach an
accomplished quilter in the congregation and ask her to cut apart
the four stoles to create a single stole out of the many pieces
from the red, white, green and purple fabric.

Mary Ellen’s mouth dropped open and her eyes widened.
She stammered. “Oh, Pastor Sue, I would love to help you with
this project, but I just can’t imagine cutting into those stoles!”
Her eyes brimmed. “As I cut I would see those two pastors as
they presided at worship services where they baptized babies,
buried the dead, married folks, and handed out communion.”

“I can understand your hesitation.” I said. “This is why I
can’t discard them. But, I can’t leave them hanging in the dark
closet year after year. I would like to see them in an all-season
stole, one made of all the liturgical colors.”

Mary Ellen, still questioning my decision, took the stoles.
Many months later she brought a box to my study.

I folded back the tissue paper and lifted out the stole. Brocade
satin, once faded and worn, looked vibrant now, its green, purple,
red, and white quilted together
in bright designs and block
patterns meaningful to our faith
community.

Now, as I drape the stole
around my shoulders, I feel the
presence of my father and
grandfather—but the stole is
uniquely mine—quilted,
colorful, its design free
flowing, made from traditional
fabric to represent well the
feminine spirit—something
fashioned out of the old—with
new meanings added. Strong
and full of life.
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Love Quilt
Jo Ann Liles, Edisto Island SC

joannliles@gmail.com

Thirty-six years ago, when Jon and I were courting, he
decided he wanted to make a quilt and he wanted me to help
him decide on the colors and the fabrics. We decided on 100%
cotton blues and browns, and I remember well the day we went
to the fabric store in NE Atlanta to select the yardage he had
decided he needed, along with quilting thread and cotton batting.

We took the material back to my apartment where he cut
out the triangular pieces of fabric. He had already thought about
the pattern he wanted to use—if it has a name, I don’t know it.
On my sewing machine, he stitched the triangles together to
form squares, which were then stitched to strips running
lengthwise and widthwise. Once he finished stitching all this
together, he jury-rigged a quilting frame in my living room,
where he hand-stitched the quilt every night while I cooked
supper for us.

After supper, he continued to quilt until he couldn’t hold
his eyes open and then would take himself off to his apartment.
About the time he began talking about making a quilt, he started
asking me if I would marry him. I loved this man very much,
but I wasn’t ready to settle down just yet, so I told him that
when he finished the quilt, we would talk about getting married.
Well, he finished the quilt, we talked, we have been happily
married for almost 36 years, and we have slept under that “love
quilt” every winter since 1976!

Jon has been asked many times over the years how he
learned to make a quilt. He very quietly answers that he watched
his grandmother and his aunts making quilts when he was a
little boy.

Additionally, he has built all of our bedroom furniture, as
well as a secretary, all of our living room tables and chests,
cradles for grands, a bedroom suite for his son, and various
pieces of furniture for friends, all without a pattern! He is a true
Renaissance man.

The Tao of Quilting
Karen Mocker Dabson, Columbia MD
http://www.orgment.org/category/blog

The quilt shimmers and weaves down the warm wood,
S-curve upon S-curve nestled one against the other.
Their diamond backs, patterned flashes of jungle green and
Savannah gold, sun-soaked orange and ebon shadow,
Bend and turn and purr to each other
Like waves of diminishing returns until the tiny diamonds at the ends
Point their heads at the edges of the table.

Her winter’s work, her lifeblood threads through it.
The longing months, the lonesome months
The babies that did not come
The triumph of her victory garden
The future trip to Mars and the sacrifice it means
The students who never took her advice
And the ones that always did.

And yes, haircuts and lawn mowing and refrigerator repairs and
dinner with friends and bush planting and cupboard painting and
creek dashes with the dog and carpet cleaning and deep discus-
sions about books and life and fathers who are sick and sisters
who are angry and dogs who make messes and a house that won’t
sell and office politics with a small p,

All seep in there
Beneath her fingers
As diamond laps diamond, color kisses color,
And unseen stitches of surpassing beauty—
Even and straight and perfect in their simplicity—
Absorb and absolve the tiny wrinkles around her eyes.

She is neither young nor old
As she flows into the quilt,
Blends into its sinuous curves,
Slides along its soft, silken flatness,
And drinks in its loden ochre hues
Till she arrives at the place where
She can breathe again.

It’s time for the Disaster Auction again.
A what auction, with alarm you exclaim?
Why bid on a disaster when they come without warning
during a rain?

”No, no,” let me try to make you understand.
This is an auction designed to lend a helping hand,
when nature ravages homes with wind, floods, and sand.

The women, all members of the Church of the Brethren,
gather ‘round quilting frames, sometimes until eleven.
Many have been quilting since they were age seven.

You see, the quilts are the main attraction each year,
that keeps people coming...without any fear;
of spending their money ‘cause it dries someone’s tears.

Tonight when you feel the warmth of your quilt,
smile, knowing that someone standing in mud, sand, and silt,
will soon have a new home that volunteers built.

Quilt Auction
Patricia Roop Hollinger, Westminster MD

woodscrone@comcast.net
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Soft Memory
Carole S. McGhee, Riverview FL
carolesmcghee813@yahoo.com,

Busy Pens Writing Circle, Brandon, FL

Years ago I visited a quilt shop in Nappanee, Indiana where
there was row after row of beautiful works of art displayed. Many
of them had names of certain patterns that were familiar among
the crafty community. Pastels and vibrant colors, and in all sizes
from baby to queen size. The women were so helpful about telling
stories of their friends or family members who had made them.
Hours, days, and months of needlework had completed the
beautiful quilts.

The quilt my grandmother displayed across the back of her
sofa was not as beautiful as the ones I had seen that day. It didn’t
have fancy triangles, or pictures fashioned on it by piecing
various shapes together. Gram (as we called her) had a patchwork
quilt made of squares of fabric.

When I was ten and asked her about it, she said it was very
old. While tracing each square she would tell me a story about
the fabric. Having saved squares of fabric for years from
outgrown dresses, shirts, blouses, and fabric remnants purchased
at the sewing center, she had made a two sided quilt. On one
side were squares of dainty flowered prints, along with plain
pastel squares. Several prints were from my Aunt Dorothy’s
dress, and some were from Margery’s dress (my mother), and
some were from her own blouses and even a few from flowery

pajamas. On the other side of the quilt were squares of stripes
and plaids and plain squares of blues, browns; greens,

and navy. They were from Grandpa’s worn out
shirts and trousers.

Gram had stitched all the
squares together and placed
soft cotton batting between the
two layers. Taking a huge
needle she laced two strands of
yarn through each corner of
fabric and through both layers,
then knotted it. On one side
you could see the knotted yarn
and on the other side you could
see the straight yarn stitches.

Stroking the quilt, it
seemed so soft. She said it was
because it had been washed
and dried in the sunshine so
many times, she had lost count.

Gram’s quilt was stitched
with love and held dear
memories that she shared with
me.

My life in fine, tight stitches
Nancilynn Saylor, Austin TX

mimi10417@sbcglobal.net, e-circles 4, 5, and 6

Growing up, family was this expanding dimension of
Grandparents Aunts and Uncles Cousins, our lives existed as one lovely
swirling soft swath of fabric, in pieces gathered half from the North
half from South, woven together lovingly by tight tiny stitches and encoded messages of red hair

and freckles or dark hair and roman noses.
In the center my parents, three sisters, one brother
our pattern; “Old World/Catholic-Military”;
joined together in bits and pieces I remember, some from foreign lands.
Leaving home to marry meant colorful new fabric gathered up
and woven into the expanding crazy quilt of my life...
I stitched in newly beloveds, only to replace some that came unraveled through time.
Children followed, adding special magic powers to ordinary cloth and thread
and small pricks of pain and little drops of blood.

I see my quilt now frayed and slightly raggedy ‘round the edges
with entire blocks faded, though still can see those absent pieces
in my mind’s eye and trace them from corner to corner in my heart
Looking back I see places I have added on several times, stretching and
stitching in more and more; a few too many men maybe but also children and grandchildren...
now I weave in new colorful ribbons of my children’s children’s children
all with the same fine, tight, loving stitches
I learned so long ago.

My Granddaughter’s Quilt
Tanya Martinez, Lockhart TX

I’m 35 years old, much too young to be a grandmother but,
oh, so excited about it. Gabi is my first born. She is seventeen
and she’s expecting.

In my mind, I can picture the day when I will give her the
beautiful quilt created by my mother and me. The quilt will be
pink. I’m praying it’s a girl. The squares will be zebra prints of
black and white. The border will be lots of pink ruffles and lace.

It won’t be any ordinary quilt. It will be jazzy and sassy to
fit my new princess.

The time my mother and I will spend together creating this
work of art will be fun and tearful. Happy tears, of course. We’ll
reminisce about when I was a baby, when Gabi was a baby, and
how we’d both give anything to have those days back.

The day is here. My beautiful granddaughter is born. Gabi
wraps the baby in this oversized quilt. I kiss Gabi. I tell her that
she’ll always be my baby and that no one could ever touch my
heart and soul the way she has.

We’re home from the hospital. What a joyous sight. My
mom and I watch Gabi and her newborn sleep peacefully in the
glamorous quilt that Momo and Mommy created.
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Quilted Puzzles Through
the Generations

Sara M. DuBois, Renton WA
Sarai4419@yahoo.com, w-ecircle 14

My entire life influenced by quilts and puzzles.

Gramma Boots made many in early 20th century,
A young wife and mother

Some were filled with so many colors and patterns
Revealed as puzzle pieces to illustrate the life
she lived with her husband and children

Another was one piece of fabric on one side,
Perhaps more masculine for Uncle Bob the child
With another piece on the other side
Green pattern one side, brown pattern the other.

Mom had begun a quilt herself when she was a child
Five or six inches square, off-white muslin fabric
Small sailboats of many colors and patterns
Some already sewn to the squares but most not.

They lived in a special red box, perfectly fitting
All the muslin squares and all the sailboats,
Awaiting the time when someone would finish them
I tried, as a kid, to finish one of the squares.

To the home of a friend . . . for safe-keeping.
Along with a couple of old coffee cans
Full of equally old buttons
Beautiful shapes, colors and patterns

Only twenty-five years ago
Lost to water damage and rust
To disintegration and discoloration

A treasure of three generations lost forever
Only a bittersweet memory of history now

So much like our puzzle-piece lives
As we move from generation to generation.

My Love of Quilting
Mitzi Boyd, Fort Worth TX

mtbill@swbell.net, w-ecircle 15

Most folks have a favorite way to unwind. Mine includes
making things. At this grandmother stage in life, unwinding
fabric off the bolt and unwinding thread off a spool sum up what
keeps me looking forward to each day. For 37 years now my
passion has been designing and making quilts, with making home
decorations and wearables occasionally thrown in.

When I’m alone in my sewing room creating, I’m quickly
transported to my little slice of heaven, a sort of meditation
actually. I love picking out the colors of fabrics, threads, and
patterns while conceiving the quilt design. Perhaps one
unexpected bonus of quilting is the friendships made as I would
move from state to state where quilt guild members gave me a
safe place to reach out to fellow quilters.

My favorite colors are green, blue, and aqua, a cool color
palette that helps to lower the heat here in sizzling Texas
summers. My love of aqua came in a gene from my paternal
grandmother whose artistic talents, thankfully, passed to me. She
was not fond of quilts since they reminded her of her difficult
life growing up on a Texas cotton farm where she picked cotton
in the sweltering heat.

Friends think I must have learned quilt making from my
mother. That would be a definite no. The two main things she
taught me are self discipline (love my lists!) and a love of travel.
It was my father who taught me to sew. He was the creative
force in our family who taught me self reliance and most facets
of how to make a home. During his retirement he loved to make
baby quilts for friends. I still use his lessons in frugality (the
newest trend!).

Quilting is an active metaphor for stitching through all the
layers of life—joyful, colorful, and downright difficult pieces.
My resulting quilts simply define who I am and what I love:
telling a story in colors, fabrics, and threads. Quilting is what
keeps me sane. Or perhaps not!

These “true words” are not a story; they
are a photograph made of words. Picture
this: my life is like a giant quilt. Each little
square is a story that is meaningful by itself, but also contributes
to the beauty of the entire tapestry, just like my memoirs which
are created with pieces of fabric (stories of my life). Some are
colorful and fun; others are dark and dingy. But all of them blend
to become my masterpiece.

The batting inside the quilt are my feathers. These are the
feathers I grew while I was growing up and learning how to fly,
but were plucked out by those who wanted to keep me in the
gilded cage they created for me. I saved them as they fell out to use
as padding if I ever dropped out of the flight pattern I chose to take.

My feathered quilt speaks to my many moods—
individuality, family, community, inspiration, introspection,

growth, conflict, wisdom, and peace—
a microcosm of my life. Over the years,
some have tried to sully my quilt by

using it for purposes I didn’t intend. I could become a victim
and forget that it is my quilt, but I will never let that happen.

The quilt also signifies a journey and I will continue to add
to it because it’s a documentation of the voyage of my life.

So, in the spirit of the quilt, I’ve pieced together odds and
ends that show how I’ve made do and eked out all my fragmented
moments—just like every other woman whose stories come in
small scraps with a few good yarns holding them together.

My quilt of life
It belongs to me
To show before
And what’s to be.

My Quilt of Life
Doris Ann Roop Benner, Richardson TX

darbey@tx.rr.com
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Quilts: Utility or Art?
Marlene B. Samuels, Chicago IL
marlenesamuels@gmail.com,

www.marlenesamuels.blogspot.com

During my childhood quilts were synonymous with
poverty and the need to be utilitarian. That sphere of my life
was defined by the practical demands of daily life and by a
constant availability of thread-bare or out-dated men’s suits.
A quilt represented the end product for scraps of imported
British woolens my father toted home from the clothing
factory where he toiled. Quilts were the destiny of winter-
weight fabric remnants. These my mother collected from the
floor of her dressmaking room.

My parents emigrated to Quebec province from war torn
Europe in 1949. And like the quilts my mother sewed, my
parents endeavored to stitch new lives from scraps of the old
country they toted with them. Those, too, were thread bare
and out-dated. Those scraps survived almost entirely in their
memories.

I saw no beauty in quilts. To me, their provenance was
based in scarcity and necessity. They were covers created from
remains, sewn together to provide warmth that otherwise was
not to be found. My mother fashioned our quilts in lean times
when money was scarce. We fantasized about indulging in
lush, warmly colored Hudson Bay blankets. I could see no
artistry in the quilts. Surely, I felt no pride.

On Saturday evenings, after my mother had cleaned the
dinner dishes, she retreated to her corner sewing room, my
father’s complaints fading down the hall. “We just finished
dinner. Leave your work room, wait until Monday.”

“A few minutes. It’s all I need.” She countered. “If I don’t
put my workroom in order, nice and neat for Monday, I’ll
have a bad start.”

My brother and I could hear her working nimbly. The
sharp steel of her dressmaking shears slid smoothly with an
economy of movement. Stacking scraps of cloth, she cut
symmetrical squares, usually for fifteen minutes. On Sundays,
while my father dozed, his stomach filled with potato
pancakes and sour cream, my mother created our warmth in
quilts—doubled sided!

At night, tucked into our
quilts, she warmed us more with
stories about each square.

Since 2008, SCN’s excellent
editorial service has been under the
direction of SCN members Matilda
Butler and Kendra Bonnett, who
set up the program, developed a
strong team of editors, and worked

with clients to improve both short and longer writings. done a
wonderful job setting it up and developing a first-rate team
editors. In December, Matilda and Kendra let us know that they
were ready to move on to other challenges.

The task of finding a new coordinator turned out to be an
easy one. Longtime SCN member Helen Ginger was at the very
top of the list and the SCN Board was delighted when Helen
agreed to take on the task. Helen is a freelance editor who writes
an informational and interactive blog for writers and a weekly
e-newsletter, “Doing It Write,” that has been going out to
subscribers around the globe for over twelve years. She is an
owner-partner and Women's Marketing Director for Legends In
Our Own Minds, which specializes in creative networking
opportunities for companies and groups. She was the Executive
Director of the Writers’ League of Texas (2003-2005), serves as
a committee chair for the Texas Book Festival, and teaches and
leads workshops. She has been an SCN member since 2001.
Her blog (StraightFromHel http://straightfromhel.blogspot.com/
) includes book reviews, author guest posts, marketing strategies,
publishing information, and news from the book world.

Helen knows the editorial business inside and out, she
understands the needs of writers, and as an eleven-year member
of SCN, she knows us, too! If you are thinking of obtaining
editorial work for your article, short story, or book, we know
that Helen will be glad to help you find exactly what you need.
For more information, visit www.storycircleeditorialservice.org

Kudos from Clients of SCN's Editors
“You surpassed my expectations on the job you did for my
manuscript...and many of the errors you caught I never would
have, regardless of how many times I went over the text.”

—D.R.

“Thank you for making me look good! You made my voice
stronger, and my stories better, and I love working with you.”

 —G.B
“Impressive. Thorough. Honest. Tough. Productive. You know
the craft and the rules that make it viable. You are the reason
writers seek out editors.”

—DP B.

Helen Ginger
Appointed New
Editorial Service

Coordinator

ADVERTISE YOUR BOOK
on SCN's Book Review Website!

 Targeted audience, low-cost advertising

http://www.storycircle.org/
frmadvertising.php
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Take A Bow! Spotlighting Our Volunteers

Pat LaPointe
by Robin A. Edgar

Pat LaPointe has been a member of SCN since 2003. She has facilitated OWL
circles and currently facilitates two writing e-circles, and a free range circle.
When she joined the SCN Board of Directors in 2010, she became the Chair of
the Membership Committee and became the board president in 2012. Pat will
also serve as one of the panelists for special program The Power of the Circle at
Stories from the Heart 2012.

2012 Conference Volunteer & Panelist

Born and raised in the Chicago area by second generation
Italian parents, Pat didn’t go to college until after she was married
and had four children. After graduating Wright State University
in Dayton, Ohio with a BS in Psychology, she went to DePaul
University and the Illinois School of Professional Psychology
to get a graduate degree.

After practicing psychotherapy for more than ten years, Pat
became a research department manager for a not-for-profit
organization. She established and currently runs a women’s
resource center that offers a variety of workshops designed to
support, educate, and empower women, all of which require life
writing. In addition, she is the editor of a monthly newsletter for
women, Changes In Life.

How did you get involved with SCN?

I initially became a member of e-circle 9. When the
facilitator needed to leave the group, I took over as facilitator.
After that, I also began facilitating a new group, e-circle 13.

What attracted you to SCN?

I was looking for a creative outlet. I have always written,
but was hesitant to share my work with others. SCN provided a
safe environment in which to tell my story.

What is your favorite part of SCN?

I really enjoy facilitating the e-circles, free range circles,
and OWL. It is a wonderful experience to become a part of so
many wise and creative women’s lives.

How does your expertise add to the capacity as Chair of
the Membership Committee?

In all of my careers — psychotherapist, department manager,
and now a business owner and editor of a newsletter — I have
had to gain marketing skills. These skills are especially valuable
as the Membership Chair to effectively increase membership.

Working in management, as well as having my own
businesses, has also increased my leadership skills. I developed
a greater understanding of what makes an effective leader and
the value of solid, respectful, cohesive relationships as well as

open, fluid communication. Using those essential leadership keys
creates successful outcomes for all the tasks we take on together
as a group. This is what I hope to offer to SCN in my role as
president.

What do you hope to accomplish as Chair/President?

As both Membership Chair and President, I hope to increase
our membership, in terms of the number of members and of
expanding our membership into more geographical areas,
especially the Midwest. I am very interested in exploring the
needs of our current and future members.

What are your other writing activities and projects?

I recently launched a new website, ChangesInLife.com,
which is a monthly newsletter for women. I know all too well
how difficult it is to get something published, and I wanted to
provide women writers, especially those who have not previously
been published, with an opportunity to share their work with
other women.

 Also, I am putting the finishing touches on an anthology I
created called “The Woman I’ve Become.” This book is filled
with inspirational women’s stories of having overcome toxic
relationships: domestic violence, sexual assault, molestation,
physical abuse, and toxic friendships. It contains submissions
from several SCN members as well as my own stories. I’m
hoping to have it available by the conference, if not sooner.

 When you’re not volunteering for SCN, what is your
favorite way to be creative?

I am working on a second book, which is just in the
beginning stages. I have been married for nearly 32 years, have
four daughters and nine grandchildren ranging in age from 19
months to 13 years and I love thinking up new activities with
my grandchildren. My eleven-year old granddaughter (a budding,
already published writer) and I often get together to write stories.
I also enjoy creating new recipes, by combining items and/or
flavors not commonly found together.

Visit Pat at her website and blog:
http://www.changesinlife.com/

http://changesinlife.wordpress.com/
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Circles: The Heart of Story Circle Network

by Barbara Lindquist Miller

A Story Circle is a group of women who come together to read, write, and celebrate the stories
of their lives. A Circle may be made up of as few as two or three people, or as many as twenty.
Each meeting of your Circle will probably include a period of writing, a time for voluntary
reading, and discussion. Some Circles have chosen to share a meal or refreshments before they
settle down to writing and reading.

“Come along! Join me on a journey.”

“Where are you going?” you ask.

 “I’m off to meet my sisters in Story Circle Network. Each
one is a treasure.”

 Over the past two years I have had the privilege, as the
Circle Coordinator of SCN, to engage with nearly one hundred
and fifty new members of this organization. Each time I receive
a copy of another New Member Questionnaire I am once again
overwhelmed by our diversity, our talent and our determination
to tell our stories.

 How do we describe ourselves? We are life coach, farmer,
CEO, orphan, teacher, immigrant, cancer survivor, artist and
fashion designer. We are movie critic, refugee, social worker,
editor, seamstress, poet, bronco rider, nurse, doctor, dog trainer
and aircraft engineer. You name it, you more than likely will
find a woman in Story Circle Network who embodies that
identity. We are young, single, middle-aged, married, divorced
and retired. We are beginning writers and published authors.
Our stories come out of our experiences as daughter, mother,
sister, aunt, wife, cousin, grandmother and great-grandmother.

 Our motivations for writing memoir are many. We write
for self-illumination, for family, for legacy, for publication and
to add our own story to the voices of women around the world
who make a difference in the outcome of the human journey.

 Ninety percent of new members express the desire to
become part of a writing circle. We seek community on our
writing journey. As women we know that joining together with
common purpose brings rewards. The difficult part of being
Circle Coordinator is telling many women that there is not a
writing circle in their geographical area. Fortunately, SCN
provides an option through the Internet Chapter, a place where
isolated members can engage each other through life story
writing.

 Circles go deep! Being a part of writing or reading circle
can, and often does, change your life. You unearth parts of
yourself that have atrophied or been in hiding for years. You
discover talents that have been knocking at your door and you
finally let them in. You grow exponentially because you soak
up the wisdom, life joys and traumas, world views and dreams
of your writing sisters.

 Just think of the reach we have that enables women to tell
their stories. We are all over the United States, in Canada and
Ireland. Become a member of a writing or reading circle. If there
is not a circle around you, start one yourself. You can do it.

 We hope we will meet you at the Stories from the Heart
Conference in April in Austin. Come to the panel presentation
on Circles and go away with your questions answered and
resources in hand to begin your own circle – wherever you find
yourself.

Story Circle Network
empowers women to tell their

stories, discover their identities
through their stories, and choose to be the authors of their
own lives. We’re in our 14th year of helping women find
their voices.  Sugar Bowl Scholarships help our members
in need pay their annual dues and participate in some of
our programs.

SCN Sugar Bowl Scholarships
Why not become a contributor to this worthwhile

program? To add your contribution to our Sugar Bowl
Scholarship Fund, send a check to: Sugar Bowl, Story
Circle Network, PO Box 500127, Austin, TX 78750-0127.
You may also donate on the SCN website at
www.storycircle.org/frmdonate.shtml.

Circles Go Deep
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Story Circle Network’s Book Reviews

by Susan Wittig Albert

Books...and Books...and Books
If you’re looking for a good book, StoryCircleBookReview can help. We know how busy you are, so we make the kind of
thoughtful survey of recent books that you would make if you just had time to do it. Then we choose (selectively!) from
among the best recently published books, our reviewers read them with attention and write about them with respect, and
we publish their reviews to help you decide how to spend your reading time and dollars. We know you’ll find plenty of
good reading on this wonderful website, the largest and most comprehensive women’s book review site on the Internet.

Here’s a small sample of the many worthwhile, well-written
books our reviewers considered.

Gated Grief
by Leila Levinson, reviewed by Shawn LaTorre

This book is a must-read for anyone who believes that World
War II or any other war ends with a proclamation, or that wartime
victims are either buried or will forever remain silent. Ms.
Levinson demonstrates that finding one's place along the
continuum of history is not only important, it serves as a
liberation that can free future generations from hidden pain and
years of “gated grief.”

Raising Elijah: Protecting Our Children in an Age of
Environmental Crisis
by Sandra Steingraber, reviewed by Susan J. Tweit

Part lyrical parenting memoir, part hard-hitting, meticulously
researched advocacy, Raising Elijah is not a light read. But if
you care about the health of our children and the planet that
nourishes all of us, it’s darn near essential. Just don’t try to read
it all at once. This is a powerful and empowering book: take it
slowly and let Steingraber’s facts and passion for a healthy world
seep in and become part of your understanding; let them guide
your daily choices in life.

Moon Mother, Moon Daughter: Myths and Rituals that
Celebrate a Girl’s Coming-of-Age
by Janet Lucy and Terri Allison, reviewed by Judy Miller

Moms: Wouldn't it be nice to anticipate and have as much
joy in your daughter turning into a woman as you did with her
first smiles, steps and words? Wouldn't it be great to have the
confidence in guiding your daughter as she crossed the threshold
into womanhood? Moon Mother, Moon Daughter: Myths and
Rituals that Celebrate a Girl's Coming-of-Age can help you
discover and embrace such a journey with your daughter.

Moon Mother, Moon Daughter is chewy and concise,
informing moms about how they can honor the sacredness of
being female. Authors Lucy and Allison weave moon and
goddess mythology and provide a myriad of activities for moms
and daughter to do independently and together—to encourage
reflection, introspection, understanding, and celebration of
becoming and being a woman.

This is Not the Ivy League
by Mary Clearman Blew, reviewed by B. Lynn Goodwin

Imagine a windswept northern plain, a two-lane highway,
and the ramshackle ranch buildings you see from the road. If
you're curious about the lives and dreams of the people in such
places, if you're curious about who moves on and who stays behind
to run the ranch, and if you're curious about a woman forging her
way in an academic world resistant to women, Mary Clearman
Blew's This is Not the Ivy League is a must-read memoir.

Want more books? Check out the latest reviews here http:/
/www.storycirclebookreviews.org/recent.shtml and browse the
earlier entries for oldies-but-goodies. After all, we’ve been
around for eleven years now, and we’ve reviewed nearly 1300
books especially by, for, and about women. You’re bound to
find something worth reading.

Oh, and while you’re thinking books, take a few minutes to
check out Trilla Pando’s “Book Learning” posts on SCN’s
Herstories blog. Trilla is a Star Reviewer on our team, with over
75 reviews to her credit. She lives in Houston, Texas where she
writes, does volunteer work, and enjoys plays, concerts,
museums and general fun. She is a past president of SCN and a
member for many years. You can catch up on her latest posts
here: http://storycirclenetwork.wordpress.com/category/
interviews-book-reviews/book-learning/ There’s plenty of
other good writing on that blog—if you subscribe, you’ll get a
notice every time one of your SCN sisters publishes a new post
about writing, reading, or thinking about our life stories.

Story Circle Network’s Mission
The Story Circle Network (SCN) is dedicated to helping women share the stories of their lives and to
raising public awareness of the importance of women’s personal histories. We carry out our mission
through publications, websites, classes, workshops, writing and reading circles, and woman-focused
programs. Our activities empower women to tell their stories, discover their identities through their
stories and choose to be the authors of their own lives.
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Registration Type
Early Registration
(Through 2/15/12)

Member/Non-Member

Regular Registration
(2/16/12-4/5/12)

Member/Non-Member

Late Registration
(cash/check only if
registering at door)

Member/Non-Member

Amount Due

Full Registration (Friday night
Keynote/Saturday/Sunday)

$240 / $290 $265 / $315 $290 / $340

Partial Registration
(Please check all

that apply)

Friday
(Keynote/dessert/
reception)

Saturday only
(includes lunch)

Saturday lunch only

Sunday only
(includes lunch)

Sunday lunch only

Friday Pre-Conference
Workshop (Not included in
full registration; option;
extra charge)

$30 $35 $40

$120 / $150 $150 / $180 $180 / $210

$30 $40 **

$90 / $110 $110 / $130 $130 / $150

$30 $40 **

$30 $35 $40

Saturday/Sunday lunch preference: Chicken Vegetarian Total Due

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Send this form with your check to:
Conference Registration, Story Circle Network

PO Box 500127, Austin TX 78750.
To register online and use your credit card, go to
www.storycircle.org/Conference/frmregister.php

Registration Form

Name
Street Address
City, State, Zip
Email
Phone Current Member of Story Circle?  yes no

Male guests are welcome at our three public events: the keynote
address and the Saturday and Sunday lunches. Our conference
sessions are designed for women only.

* Non-Members who choose to join prior to the end of the
conference on Sunday, April 15, 2012 will have a portion of
their registration fee applied to their dues.
** You MUST register for lunches by April 5, 2012!
Registrations for these events will NOT be accepted at the door.

Refund Policy: Cancellations are accepted until March 13, 2012,
and are subject to a cancellation fee of $50 for a full conference
registration or $25 for a one-day registration. No refunds after
March 13, 2012.

Noon-1:45 pm
Session: Jeanne Guy

2:00-3:45 pm
Session: Matilda Butler/
Kendra Bonnett

What is included in my full registration fees?
All General Sessions
Workshop Sessions
Friday Evening Keynote Address & Dessert Reception
Two Meals (Sat. & Sun. lunch)
Refreshments/Snacks
Informal Sessions and Networking

What is not included in my full registration fees?
Optional Friday Pre-Conference Workshops
Hotel rooms are not included. Contact the hotel to re-
serve your room.
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True Words: Looking Ahead
We’re always looking for stories rich in evocative detail, showing
the struggles, challenges, and resolutions of real people living
real lives.We prefer that you submit your work directly to the
website at:

http://www.storycircle.org/members/frmjournalsubmission.shtml.

Future Topics and deadlines for upcoming Journals are:

June, 2012 (due April 15)—One Summer Day
September, 2012 (due July 15)—A Harvest Story and Recipe
December, 2012 (due Oct 15)—Country Roads/City Highways

Win a Guest
Appearance
in a Mystery

Novel!
You could win a cameo appearance
in one of Susan Wittig Albert’s two
mystery series: the China Bayles
Herbal Mysteries or the Darling Dahlias
Garden Mysteries. What’s more, your raffle purchase
will help a Story Circle member attend this year’s conference
by subsidizing registration fees and travel/hotel costs.  Visit our
website for all the details.

www.storycircle.org/Conference/raffle.php

A Story Circle Network Sponsored Seminar:
Legacy Writing and Ethical Will Seminar

March 15-16, 2012

With Rachael Freed, author of
Women’s Lives, Women’s Legacies:

Passing your Beliefs and Blessings to Future Generations

Legacies are the evidence that we extisted, we mattered, and we
made a difference. Writers of all levels are welcome. This two
day seminar is open to anyone wanting to share their story. In
addition, professionals working in health care, hospice and
bereavement, such as chaplains, estate planners and religious
educators will find it particularly helpful.

Congregation Beth Israel
3901 Shoal Creek Blvd

Austin, TX 78756

Please pre-register!
To register for this FREE workshop,

call or email Judith Helburn at
thehelburns@sbcglobal.net or (512)454-7229.

Please provide your name, phone number, and primary email address.
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